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LIFE SPAN ASPECTS OF
REPRODUCTION AND PARENTAL CARE
IN ANTHROPOID PRIMATES
Jeanne Altmann
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INTRODUCTION
The close genetic relatedness and the asymmetry of survival
abilities between parent and offspring result in this relationship being an obvious focus for consideration of the biological evolution of social behavior. The evolution of family
relationships has been the subject of considerable theoretical investigation and speculation in the past ten years,
occupying a major position particularly in the writings of
behavioral and population biologists (e .g. Hamilton, 1964;
Trivers, 1972, 1974; Alexander, 1974; West Eberhard,
1975; MacNair and Parker, 1978; Charlesworth, 1978;
Wade, 1978; Stamps cl al., 1978). These authors have
considered factors that would promote or discourage the
care of young by either or both parents and by nonparenl caregivers (see
review in McKenna, Chapter 6, this volume, for nonhuman primates).
sibling competition or cooperation, and parent-offspring conflict.
The evolutionary models are economic in nature. Their key variables are
the degree of genetic relatedness between the interacting individuals and the
"costs" and "benefits" of performing behaviors, measured in terms of
increments or decrements to the biological inclusive fitness of each party.
Evolution through natural and sexual selection is viewed as having favored
behavior that increases the actor's inclusive fitness; that is, behavior that
enhances the sum of the actor's individual fitness plus an appropriate
fraction of the individual fitness of the recipient kin (Hamilton, 1964). Thus ,
acts that are detrimental lo the actor in the aid of another may be favored ,
particularly if the benefit to the recipient is high relative to the cost lo the
actor or if the genetic relatedness between the two is appreciable.
"Parental care" is a term that most people would probably understand to
mean any behavior that is performed by a parent and that benefits its
offspring. Some might restrict the term lo include only behavior overtly
directed toward the offspring, perhaps only behavior that serves Jillie or no
other purpose. "More care" would be understood lo mean behavior that
provided more benefit. In evolutionary models of behavior, however, it is
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not care or benefit per se but "pare ntal investment," the ratio of or
difference between benefit (to the offspring) and cost (to the parent) that is
seen as the releva nt variable affecting the evo luti on of these and other
behaviors (see references above). This obviously important distinction has
oft en been ignored in appli ca tions of these models to humans and to
nonhuman species.
Several life-hi story charac teri ; ti cs of an thropo id prim.1tcs, i.e., monkeys
and apes, furth er suggest the evolution of complex, intense, anc..l long-lasting
parent-offspring interactions in these anim als. Like humans, monkeys and
apes are di stingui shed from most other mammals in ways that are particularly related to parental care and deve lopment. Relative to o ther mam mals
of comparab le size, anthropoids give birth to their fir st offspring at a later
age, have longer gesta tion s, produce fewer (usually only one) young with
each gestation, and ha ve longer interval s between successive births (e .g.,
Sach er, 19 78; Western , 19 79). 13oth infancy and the juvenile stage last
longer for th ese primate offsp1ing than for other mammals . In the evo luti onary "ga me" of survival and reprodu cti on, we and our nearest relati ves have
adopted what is clearly a strategy of low reprod uction, pres umably compensated by concomitantly hi gh gains in offspring survival (a so-ca ll ed
K-strategy in the jargon of population biology; see e.g., McNaughton and
Wolf, 1973). It seems reasonable to expect th at a long and effecti ve period
of primate parental care is a major contributor to any increases in the
survival rate of the young.
Several other sa li ent features set the stage for primate family interacti ons.
M ost monkeys and apes are, to varying degrees, sexua ll y dimorphic, w ith
males larger than fema les among ad ults. Socia l groups usually include fewer
adu lt males than femal es-only one reproducing male in some spec ies.
Parental care in most of 1hese spC'cies is primarily th e province of the
mother. Only the sma ll -bod ied apes, gibbons, and siamangs, among the O ld
World monkeys and apes, and some of the ve ry sma ll New World monkeys,
primarily the marmosets and tamarin s, are virtually monomorphic in size,
monogamous in mating system, and demonstrate considerable paternal
care. In monogamous species, offspring of both sexes disperse before
reproduc tion , but in most o ther species of monkeys and apes, it is the males
who di sperse; females remain wi thin their group of birth and reproduce (see
Wrangham, 1980) .
How does the behavior of parents and offspring mesh with primate life
history characteris ti cs to produce a successfu l, adaptive comp lex (S tearns,
19 76)? To w hat ex tent does an evo luti onary and eco logica l approach shed
light on aspects of parental care, particul arl y the extent of care and its
tempora l di stribu tion/ What cond iti ons fa vor greater paternal care? Why
ha sn't natural se lecti on favored earlier or more frequent reprod ucti on? This
chapter provides an overview of reproduction and parental care across th e
life spa n in primates, considers the effects on reproduction and care of
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various sea sonal or other differences in ecological condi tions, and eva luat es
the com patibility and coordinati on of reproduction and care with
nonreproduc ti vc acti vities both throughout an individual 's life span and
within th e shorter rh ythms of daily ac ti vities.

TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF REPRODUCTION
WITlllN THE LIFE SPAN

011 sel of Reproduction
Reproductive maturation is gradual for nonhuman as well as human,
primates, and the capabi lit y to produce young precedes compk: t1 on of
growth (Gla ssman el al., 19114; Watts, 1985). I lowever, physical and soc ial
factors usually result in an appreciable gap between the ti me of 1nit1al
rep roductive poten ti al and the time of actual reproduc ti on. Among baboons,
femal es w ho have rece ntly atta ined menarche are often rejec ted as sexua l
partners by fully adult mal es. Th ese adolescent fema les mate primarily with
ju venil es and adolescent s, probably contributing to the females experi encin g abou t a year of ado lescent subfertility (Scott, 1984; Altm ann el al., in
press and unpublished data). Despite thi, subfertility peri od, sexually active
females usuall y conceive for th e fir>t ti me before attaining their full adult
size . One of the consequences for a primate female of this over lap in stages
of growth an d potential reproduction is th e stress of simultaneously providing nu triti on for her own growth as we ll as for that of her first offspring, more
so if she co nceives ea rly in her po ten tia l reproduct ive span. Thi s nutritiona l
sire's is probably one of the reasons that mortality rat es for fir stborn primate
offspring are hi gher than for oth er off,pring (see review 1n Lan cas ter, 1'llJ6;
Al tm ann e l al., in press, for w il d baboon;).
Espec iall y in sex ually dimorphi c speues, ma les also attain repruduuive
potential apprec iably before their growth is compl ete (Waits, 191l5). For
exa mpl e, baboon mal es experience testes en largemen t and produce viable
sperm when they are barely larger than adult fema les anc..I on ly half the
weigh t of full -grown males (Snow, 1967; A ltm ann el al. , 1981; Altmann,
unpubli shed data) . As a result of bo1h compe tit ion from older males and
perhaps not being favored as maling partners by adult females, it is probab ly
another two or three years before these young baboon males fa1her infants
in a socia l group (Altmann el al., in press). In addition, in various species
males (or fema les ) that normally di sperse as adults often do not reprodu(e,
for behavioral and/or physiologi ca l reasons, if they rema in in th ei r parentJ I
gro11p, but w ill rapidly do so if they change groups or if their parents are
removed from th e group th ey are in (Abbott , 1984; Cheney and Seyfarth,
1983).
Recent evi dence suggests th at soc ial exposure may some times accelerate
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reproductive maturation in nonhuman primates (reviewed in McClintock,
1983). For example, onset of the mating season in rhesus monkeys is
stimulated, for both males and females, by the presence of mature females
(Vandenbergh and Orickamer, 1974; Vandenbergh and Vessey, 1968). and
in savannah baboons onset of menarche seems to be accelerated and
coordinated by the presence of other females that have just reached
menarche (Altmann et al., unpublished data).
Timing within the life span of menarche or the onset of the reproductive
span is also ecologically labile in both human and nonhuman primates (for
humans, see reviews in Eveleth and Tanner, 1976; Wyshak and Frisch,
1982; for nonhuman primates, see Altmann et al., 1977, 1981; Harcourt el
al., 1980; Mori, 1979; Packer, 1979; Pusey, 1980; Strum and Western,
1982; Sugiyama and Ohsawa, 1982). Captivity, artificial feeding, or substantial natural increases in food availability lower the age of menarche and
first birth in females and testes enlargement or descent and development of
secondary sexual characteristics in males for almost all species that have
been studied (but see Chism el al., 1984, for patas monkeys as an
exception).
All other things being equal, we would expect earlier onset of reproduction to be favored by natural selection. As indicated above, this onset is quite
susceptible to environmental and social factors. Earlier onset appears to
have its costs, however. These may include increased nutritional competition between mother and offspring, interference with attainment of full adult
size by the mother, increased infant mortality, and deficiencies in time spent
by the mother learning foraging as well as social and other skills needed
during adulthood Uohnston, 1982). The complexities and trade-offs of
changes in aspects of social, reproductive, or other maturation remain
relatively unexplored (Altmann, 1986, for nonhuman primates and other
chapters in Lancaster and Hamburg, 1986, for humans).

Adulthood
After achieving her first conception, a primate female usually continues to
produce young at regular intervals throughout adulthood. Like humans,
most monkey and ape females experience an extended postpartum
amenorrhea that probably is maintained to a considerable extent through
frequent suckling (Konner and Worthman, 1980; Short, 1984). For example,
unprovisioned wild baboons in nonexpanding populations do not resume
menstrual cycles for about 10 to 12 months; then they experience three or
four cycles, on average, before becoming pregnant, resulting in mean
interbirth intervals of almost two years (Altmann el al., 1977; Nicolson,
1982). In contrast, if a baboon infant dies, its mother resumes menstrual
cycles within a few weeks and has only one or two cycles before becoming
pregnant (Altmann el al., 1978).
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Unlike humans, baboons, and the great apes, most Qther anthropoids are
seasonal breeders. Although some macaque females produce infants in
successive years, those with surviving offspring are less likely to become
pregnant in the first annual mating season after her infant's birth than are
females who do not have a dependent offspring at the onset of the mating
season (Tanaka et al., 1970). Only the marmosets and tamarins seem to lack
a postpartum amenorrhea (French, 1983, and references therein); in captivity they usually conceive at a postpartum estrus, and unlike many rodents
that have a postpartum estrus (Gilbert, 1984), they do not seem to have
delayed implantation. Rather, a pregnancy and lactation commence simultaneously. It is not known the extent to which this reproductive overlap is
facilitated by the fact that the mother provides lillle care other than suckling
in these monogamous species, and to what extent simultaneous gestation
and lactation is allributable to the rich nulritional conditions of captivity.
For the vast majority of species that do have a postpartum suppression of
ovulation, those such as humans, gorillas, and baboons that exhibit lillle
birth seasonality are probably better ahle than highly seasonal species to
conceive promptly if an infant dies or if food becomes abundant. Many
other primates must wait as long as six months, until the next breeding
season, before they can start their next pregnancy, even if conditions
othe1wise seem optimal to do so. It is not well understood why even some
closely related species exhibit major differences in the extent to which births
are seasonally restricted (Hadidian and Bernstein, 1979).
For primate females the duration of interbirth intervals, like onset of
reproduction, is affected by food abundance (see references above). Food
availability interacts with infant survivorship and the extent to which a given
species exhibits birth seasonality to determine the interbirth interval.
Increased food availability usually leads to greater survivorship of the most
susceptible age group, infants, thereby increasing interbirth intervals in
species that exhibit lactational suppression of ovulation. However, among
mothers with surviving infants, those with abundant food supplies conceive
sooner than those with more restricted nutrition. As with hum.rns, it is not
known how much of this effect is due to better infant nutrition and how
much to better maternal nutrition. A recent study of Japanese monkeys
(Sugiyama and Ohsawa, 1982) suggests an additional consequence of
abundant food supplies that are also spatially restricted . Under that condition, it is higher ranking females in the dominance hierarchy that benefit
most; i.e., that have a weater reduction in interbirth intervals.
V\le know much less about the rerroductive histories or primate males
than primate females. This is rartially bcc;1use patcmily is much hardl•r 10
determine than maternity, especially in the semipromiscuous m.1ting systems of most primates. Male reproductive histories are also harder to follow
because most primate species are "malrilocal"-females spend their whole
lives in the social group inlo which they were born, and males usually leave
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rank. Longitudin.il d.11.1 (10111 b.1Uoons, how1~v1•1 , ind1 cd lL':-. th .ll ~rn11e H'Jllll duction continues well beyond loss of high rank (Slrurn, I 9U2; Altm.inn ct
al., in press). So Jillie is known about most of the factors affecting the life
course of male reproduction th at it is hardly surprising that nothing is known
of how the distribution of reproduction throughout adulthood is affected by
environmental factors.

l~eproductive

Ter111i11alio11

Reproductive senescence has been demon strJtcd in only a few individual
femal es of a few primate species (see chapters in Bowden, 1979); even in
captivity, where primates live to much older ages than in the wild,
reprod uctive senescence does not seem to proceed more rapidly or earlier
than does senescence of other sys tems, and unlike human s, nonhuman
primates exper ience no complete cessa ti on of reproductive potential appreciably before the failure of other systems. However, some very aged monkey
female s in laboratories ceased reproduc tion at an age that would be
comparable to about 70 years in humans . The most extensive data on aged
primates are those for hamadryas baboon s in a Russian laboratory where
elderly femal es were found to ha ve a large number of tumors and digestive
disorders and to be of abnormally low weights (Lapin et a/., 1979). It is not
known to what extent nutrition al deficienc ies and we ight loss contributed to
reproductive fai lure in these old monkeys. Reproductive senescence does
not occur in aged captive chimpanzees, the only great ape for which many
data have been available (Graham et a/., 1979). In sum, although little is
known about reproductive senescence in nonhuman primate fema les,
existing evidence suggests considerable quantitative, if no t qualitative,
differences from hum ans. These differences result in monkey and ape
moth ers caring for young offspring throughout adulthood until death.
Although elderly, weakened adult primate males are capable of fathering

l'vl.iln 111d , ·,11,·
f\1o~l µri1t1.lle~ .ue 11rn111ltHH>g.1111ou...,, .ind for 1l w1 11 p.irl·111.il < .11t· h
overwhelmingly prov ided by an i11l.int'> mother, u,u.111)' "1tl11n .i
111ul1ifcn1ale, singl e- <JI n1ulti111.1lc soci.1 1 group. CJu,1n11 1.11ivc clcvelt1pn11·nt.il
studies th JI formerly foe med so lely 011 ><)( i.il bcl1.ivior, oflcn in <.1p1i "·
sellings, have increasing ly been supp lc111ented by 111ore eco logic al rc ·,c·.1rc h
in a range o f situalions ([lerrnan, 1980; Rosenblum and SunderlJnd, I 'JB2;
Johnson ancl Southwick, I 984) th at suggest the complexity of these iernalc'S'
li ve>. I low cl<JC'S the care of young ltt in with other as1w< ts of .in .id11lt
pri111,1te's lifd Over th rc·e qu.irt<n of" h.dioon f1·111.1le's .1rlulihnod i> >11C·111

Cf.H ing for ,1n inf.111 1 o r .t grow111g fetu<.>, .111cl /1111it{'d .1v.11l.11J le 1rifurm.ilu1n

suggests that the same is true for the o ther an1hropoids. On a cl.illy b.is.- 1111,
means that primate females spend lhe vas t majority of days providing both
for th e111se lves, j11>t as adul 1 m.des and ju veni les do, and for an oft;pring.
During pregnancy th e prim.1ry la sk is oh1.1ining additional nu tr it1on - no
s111;il l fea t when i!ppro xi111.11cly (,()% of l he day 1s alre.1dy spent 1n kcd111g
and moving among food si tes, .is is th e ca>e for wild bahoom. rem.des in
late pregnancy arc proh.1hly more sus< ept 1blc to pred.1 tion than cycling
females; they hang behind the group and perhaps cannot flee predators as
ra pid ly during altacks.
The stresses o f providing paren1al care become much greater after th e
birth of an infant. The growing infan1's nutritional needs keep increasing and
must be sa ti sfied through milk, probably a less effic ien t means of feeding
than placental tran sfer (Reynolds, 196 7). Unlike most other mamma li an
infant s, anlhropoid pri rnJt e neonales can nei1her provide their 0\\ n locomot ion (though most nonhuma n primate infants can cling well 10 their
mot hers) nor be left in nests, burrows, o r olhC'r hideaways. R.11her. thP inf.lilt
clings and its molher ca rri es it-a ll day in th e G1se of far-ranging terrestrial
species, somew hat less in the more arbo1ea l species that oitcn al>o travel
shorter di stances.
Primate molhers provide their infants w ilh additiona l c,1re through
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thermoregulatory assistance and through social grooming that provides
ectoparasite removal. Finally, mothers protect against predators and against
potentially dangerous conspecifics such as recent migrant males in some
species or higher ranking adult females in species with strong dominance
hierarchies. These tasks all require commitments of time, energy, and
risk-taking that are interspersed with the normal and ongoing activities of
"making a living." Among Amboseli baboons, not only is infant mortality
high, but females with young infants have the highest mortality rates among
adult females (Altmann et al .. in press). As data become available for other
nonexpanding populations of wild primates, it would not be surprising to
find that this is often the case.
For baboons, the time course and extent of infant independence is
affected by social and ecological factors on a monthly, daily, and even
moment-by-moment basis. In Amboseli, mothers of low dominance rank are
more restrictive of their young infants than are high-ranking ones and
thereby seem to reduce the social stress and danger of kidnapping (see also
Rowell, 1968, for captive anubis baboons). Apparently as a consequence,
however, their infants are slower in becoming independent of their mothers,
even long after the period of restrictive maternal care. Ecological influences
are particularly apparent when infants are starling to do some locomotion
slowly on their own. This exploration seems to be hindered if the season is
one in which the animals are feeding much in the trees, or if the group must
travel far and rapidly to reach key food resources. Under these conditions,
infants stay in contact with their mothers more than on days of terrestrial
feeding and short day-journeys. Thus, for nonhuman primates the season of
birth, overall differences in habitats, or year-to-year habitat fluctuations may
prove to have appreciable effects on parent-offspring relationships and
development (see Lee, 1984, for verve! monkeys).
One of the most intriguing aspects of mothers' multiple tasks is the extent
to which it is possible to perform simultaneously more than one of these
tasks, and the developmental changes in this compatability. For example,
when a baboon youngster is small and relatively inactive, it can ride and
even suckle while its mother feeds uninterrupted. In fact, the mother's
feeding would be interrupted if the infant were not in contact, because the
infant is so young and needs constant atlention and protection when not in
contact. In contrast, an older, much larger and more active infant interferes
with its mother's feeding when ii is in contact with or next lo her; it can
detect many dangers on its own and rapidly run to its mother for protection
when necessary. Thus, an older infant's mother can "afford" lo have her
infant in contact only when she is resting and needs to have ii manage on its
own while she feeds, whereas a neonate's mother can "afford" lo atlend to
her exploring infant only when she is resting and needs lo have it quietly
riding on her while she is busy foraging. Similar results have recently been
documented in rhesus monkeys in India and Nepal (Johnson and South-
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wick, 1984). Establishment of these fine contingencies between mother and
infant behavior may provide the foundation for highly developed and
crucial social sensitivities later in life.
Primate infants depend for a long lime on their mothers for survival , and
much of a mother's contribution 10 the next generation is tied up in her
investment in each infant, increasingly so as an infant successfully survives
the perilous early months. Consequently, evolutionary theorizing that
atlempls lo isolate and predict behavior based on the self-interest of each
family member must, lo be regarded seriously, take into account the
complexities of these dependencies. Atlempls by an infant lo garner
additional care might, if successful, be self-destructive because ( 1) they will
probably increase the mother's mortality risks and (2) retard independence
in the infant which cou ld lead lo higher infant mortality if the infant is
orphaned. Thus, ii is in the interest of the infant as well as the mother lo keep
parental care below what might al first glance seem lo be an optimal level.

Paternal Care
Paternal care has been best documented, and is most extensive, among
the few monogamous primates (see Snowdon and Suomi, 1982, for a recent
review). With the exception of the small-bodied apes, Asian gibbons, and
siamangs, all of the monogamous anthropoids are very small monkeys, most
of whom normally bear twins or even triplets, instead of the usual primate
single births. In these twinning species the father and siblings provide
virtually al l nonnutrilive care of the infants. The stresses of personal
maintenance activities and those of reproduction and offspring care are thus
divided among the family members, apparently facilitating greater reproductive outpul (see Lancaster, Chapter 7, this volume, for the importance of
a division of labor in human parental care systems). Even in semipromiscuous, highly dimorphic and diethic primate societies, such as those of African
baboons and Asian macaques, paternal care may be very important. In
baboons, just the presence in close proximity of a mother's adult male
associate (usually her infant's likely father based on behavioral and cycle
stale criteria). reduces harassment of the mother and results in her being less
restrictive of her infant (Alim,mn, 1900). As the infant becomes partially
independent, ii spends lime wilhoul its mother and with this adult male and
benefits from this same passive, as well as occa,ionally active, prol<'Clion.
The infant illso benefits from access to food sources that are available to the
mJles and are not accessible to other group members. The older infant or
young juvenile sometimes gels specific protection via retrieval and carrying
by the male during a predator alarm. In the rare ins1.1nces of yC'arlin~ baboon
orphans that survive, the survival is usu.1lly accompanied by virlu.11 adop·
lion by the same male assocbtc. Good comparative data are needed that
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would examine, within and between species, rates of natality and infant
mortality for anthropo id species under differing ecologica l constrain ts and
differing systems of parental care. This is an area in which particular
enrichmen t wou ld come from interfacing experimen tal studies in capt ivity
with experimental and nonexperimental fi eld investigations.

DISCUSSION
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';

.1~

Some aspects of parental care are more obvious, more easi ly identified,
than are others. Direct provision of nutrition, carrying, hygienic care, overt
teac hing, are examples of the former. We have a mu~h more difficult time
identifying and evaluating long distance rather tha-n contact behaviors,
passive rather than active ca1e, socia l learning wit hout overt social teac hing,
assistance provided to many individuals as opposed to that directed toward
a single one (Kleiman and Malcolm, 1981 ). In addition, individual, societa l,
academic, and other biases all too readily affect classification and measurement of behavior that is potentially harmful or helpful. Animal behavior
research, including and perhaps particularly nonhuman primate research,
has not escaped these pitfalls. Aggressive/harmful behaviors are more
readily acknowl edged, identified, and recorded in males than in females
and the converse is tru e of nurturant ones, whether directed toward ad ult s or
infant s. Operational, gender-free cri teria, based in part on the kinds of cost
and benefit analyses out lined in recent economic and evolutionary writings,
arc needed if we are to cross the temporal, cultural, and species boundaries
in our efforts to understand parenting within the life span. Identification and
measurement of paternal care in nonmonogamous primates suffers from
both the aforementioned probl ems as well as from uncertainty of paternity.
Adulthood for nonhuman anthropoid females, like that for their human
counterparts, is heavily committed to reproduction and care of dependent
offspring on a minute-to-minute basis, from month-to-month and year-toyear. If anything, the reproductive years may normally encompass even
more of their lifetime for nonhuman females than for women. In nonhuman
primates care for fir st offspring often occurs before a female's own growth is
complete, and successive infants con tinue to be born until a female's death;
neither wi thin nor among species is a postreproductive period a regular life
stage.
Changes that occur in the lives of anthropoid females that receive
ex tens ive food enrichment, as in captivity, can be compared to those
changes Ross i (Chapter J , this volume) desc ribes for western women in
recent years. foocl -provi sioncd an thropoid females stort reproduction earlier, experience higher survivorship of their infants, have shorter interbirth
intervals, and have longer periods of adulthood and reproduction (Altmann,
19136, Fig. 1). If mortality risks are reduced and nutrition is in creased and
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easily obtained, these females may have a higher probability of experiencing
a postreproductive period.
The li ves of nutritionally enriched fema les are also probab ly more likely
to overlap with the adulthood of more of their offspring and with the li ves of
their grandchildren_ The opportunities for pJrental care rnnt1nu ing past
infancy, for interactions with grandchildren, and for reciprocity with grown
offspring are all increased in these situations. In our anthropoid rela ti ves,
unlike their modern human counterparts, th ere is no tendency to limit th e
numb~r of offspring or to increa se the length of the po~trPproduttl\" p<'riod .
W e have much to learn about the consequences of these nutrit1on,1lly
indu ced life-history changes for individu al behavior, family interactions, or
social structure in our anthropoid relatives.

SUMMARY
Anthropoid primates share some important similarities in reproduction
and parental care with their human relati1 es. Some striking contrasts are also
evident. A long prereproductive period of gradual developm ent and learning
is followed by intensive and almost continuous care of each su(ce»" e
oflspring. For most species, care is almo't exclusively the province of tl.1!
mother who, fm months or years, suckles her infant, carries it, ,rnd proten s
it from danger, usually while simultancomly foraging to provide nu1ri11on tor
them both. Fine coordination of activities between a mother and lwr
developing, increa singly active and ,em i-independen t infant appc.i r to be
critica l to the mother's ability to meet these multiple demands. Such ieaturcs
of primate maternal care have implications for evolutionary models and the
potential for parent-offspring conflict.
Patterns of reproduction and offspring su rvival and developm ent arc
sensitive to socia l and ecologica l factors. Situations of ex ten sive food
enrichment, often accompanied by reduction in mortality risks, greatly
change reproductive patterning. Femal es begin reproduction at a yuunger
age, more of their offspring survive to adulthood, interbirth interval s are
shortened, and the length of the reprodu cti ve span is increased. The result 1s
often an increased overlap of generations and an increased opportunity for
family interactions, w ithin and between genera tions . Femal es are more
likely to be ali ve when their own offspring are mature. There are greater
chances for parental care to continue pa st infJncy, for interactions between
grandparents and grandchi ldren, and for reciprocity between parents and
their adult offspring.
Extensive p.1ternal care ;ind major divi sion of ta sks within p.irent ,11 cir« is
present on ly in the small, monogamous primates, almost all of" hich .1 1, 0
produce twins. However, a greater degree of p.1terna l care than previous ly
was recognized is increasingly being demonstrated in a wide range of
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monkeys and apes. The paucity of data on male reproductive histories will
continue to be hampered somewhat by the dispersal patterns in these
primarily matrifocal animals and by the difficulty of ascertaining paternity
without genetic analysis. However, the lack of information has also been a
result or problems with academic biases, research design, and methodology,
which may be changing.
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